


HISTORY

Four years ago, we chose to blaze a new trail and create an electric bicycle that was 
unique as well as top performing. By developing our own proprietary propulsion 
 system in Canada, in addition to producing our bikes here, we ensure flawless control 
over all aspects of the eVox, from design through production, guaranteeing you receive 
an exceptional electric bicycle. 

After the successful launch of our first eVox in 2012 that had been specifically  developed 
in our Electric Research and Development laboratory, we are now proud to  introduce 
the next generation of our product, the eVox CITY

An increasing number of people have experienced and discovered the numerous 
 advantages of using an electric bicycle, whether for a simple outing, to stay in shape 
or commute to work. We feel the opportunities are limitless and we look forward to 
energizing thousands of trips thanks to the all-new eVox CITY. 

You really need to try the eVox CITY in order to understand all the possibilities it opens 
up for you … and you’ll see electric bicycles in a different light. 

DESIGN FiT

Designed in partnership with the renowned Industrial Designer Michel Dallaire, and 
 developed in our Electric R & D lab located in St. Georges, Quebec, the eVox CITY has 
no reason to be envious of other electric bicycles. Indeed, its unique and distinctive 
style makes it a highly attractive means of transportation, in addition to being very 
efficient.

The FiT (Frame Integrated Technology) design, unique to eVox, integrates all the 
 electrical and electronic components into the frame, making it stand out and be 
 distinctive.

DISPLAY

By integrating the console/display system into the stem we have designed a very sleek 
and user friendly control. We also built a LED light in the console so you can be easily 
seen during your night rides.

BATTERY

More than just giving you a balanced ride due to its central location, the  compactness 
of the battery allows it to be discretely integrated into the frame, barely seen by 
 observers when you ride. 

ELECTRONICS

All of the electronics (basically the brains of the bike) are contained within the frame 
using the FiT design. This ensures added protection against bad weather and fewer 
wires to get in your way.



TECHNOLOGIES

If the design of the eVox CITY is its soul, then the various technologies it uses are its 
heart. Powerful as well as discrete, yet always present in whatever situation.

Several unique technologies are integral to this heart, each one developed to assist you 
in whatever circumstances. 

Here they are:

DYNAME

Its dual-core motor, integrated into the bottom bracket, is completely independent and 
frictionless, making pedaling as easy as with a traditional bicycle. The motor is located 
so that the weight of the bicycle is balanced between the wheels, lowering its center of 
gravity, again adding to a natural feel when cycling. 

The compact, the 500W High Torque motor propels you on even the most rugged 
roads. Industry leading performance, the compact DynaMe motor produces almost 
1000 watts of peak power and more than 80 Nm at the rear wheel.

96V

The battery offers the cyclist security while also ensuring that everything is working 
well and that the return trip will be as easy as the one going, regardless of the distance 
covered that day. The battery offers more than just 800 full recharges – it is, above all, 
a unique technology using 96-volt Lithium-Ion cells designed to give you the energy 
you need when you need it. Enjoy going electric - with no worries! 

FAST

When battery life is no longer an issue, what becomes important is the recharge time 
during your long rides. We understood this and thus developed FAST (Fast And Simple 
Time) technology. Take a break and partially recharge in minutes, or get a full recharge 
in between 70 and 120 minutes, based on battery size. Another example of technology 
created to keep you riding longer, and as often as possible. 

KEY POINTS

FiT DESIGN

 • Designed and assembled in Canada. 
 • Created in partnership with Michel Dallaire, renowned Industrial Designer. 
 • Frame integrated Technology (FiT) gives eVox its exclusive design. 
 • By integrating the motor and battery in the frame the weight is balanced and 
  the center of gravity is at its lowest, giving you a smooth natural-feeling ride. 
 • The central display is not only compact but has a front LED so you are more 
  visible on those rides in low light and at night. 

BATTERY

 • Rapid battery charging using our FaST technology  
 • A 96-volt Lithium-Ion cell offering 800 full recharges (no memory)

MOTOR

 • Patented DynaMe technology 
 • Rated motor power of 500 watts with 1000-watt peak  
 • 80 Nm of power at the rear wheel 



EVOX CARE

We design and develop our own technology here in Canada because we believe in our 
products and we want you to know that you can count on it. With eVox Care, you can 
rest assured that no matter what happens, everything will go smoothly. With a five-
year warranty on the motor and 18 months on the battery, you’ll really cover ground 
with your eVox CITY. We also offer an extended eVox Care program to cover the motor 
for 10 years and the battery for 36 months (with certain conditions). Ask your eVox 
dealer for all the details, but be assured that you can count on us. . 

THE GRAND ELECTRIC OPENING 

To introduce the eVox CITY, we wanted to be different and original, just like our electric 
bicycle. Thus, teaming up with painters and graffiti artists was entirely appropriate for 
this event. Using the themes of design, creation and the electric bicycle, each artist ex-
pressed their impressions with original works created especially for this unique event. 

With a deep desire to become involved in the community, eVox is proud, this year, 
to be associated with the Canadian Women’s Foundation. As part of a silent auction, 
paintings will be put up for sale with all profits going to the Foundation. 

The Canadian Women’s Foundation invests in the strength of women and the dreams 
of girls as well as works to end violence toward them. It is also dedicated to helping 
them move out of poverty and building strong and resilient girls. The Foundation has 
been active for over 24 years and works throughout Canada through local organiza-
tions that have a real, concrete impact on hundreds of women every year. 

Accordingly, eVox is very proud to support this foundation in order to give the needed 
energy to these girls and women.
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FRAME

eVox 6061 alloy, FIT design, disc, 
internal cable routing, integrated battery 

eVox 6061 alloy, FIT design, disc, 
internal cable routing, integrated battery

eVox 6061 alloy, FIT design, disc, internal cable routing, 
integrated battery 

FORK RST SS-A7 Single Shock RST SS-A7 Single Shock RST SS-A7 Single Shock

TRANSMISSION

SHIFTERS Microshift 8-speed twist shift Microshift 8-speed twist shift Microshift 8-speed twist shift

FRONT DERAILLEUR NA NA NA

REAR DERAILLEUR Shimano Acera Shimano Acera Shimano Acera

CRANK & RING Alloy single ring with sensor Alloy single ring with sensor Alloy single ring with sensor

BOTTOM BRACKET Semi-cartridge Semi-cartridge Semi-cartridge

PEDALS VP 61 Alloy VP 61 alloy VP 61 alloy 

CASSETTE Shimano 8-speed HG41 11-34T Shimano 8-speed HG41 11-34T Shimano 8-speed HG41 11-34T

CHAIN KMC Z8 KMC Z8 KMC Z8

WHEELS 
& BRAKES

FRONT HUB Alloy sealed disc QR 36H Alloy sealed disc QR 36H Alloy sealed disc QR 36H

REAR HUB Alloy sealed disc 36H Alloy sealed disc 36H Alloy sealed disc 36H

SPOKES Stainless Stainless Stainless

RIMS Alex DP17, 700c, double wall, disc Alex DP17, 700c, double wall, disc Alex DP17, 700c, double wall, disc

TIRES Maxxis Roamer, e-Bike specific, 700x42c Maxxis Roamer, e-Bike specific, 700x42c Maxxis Roamer, e-Bike specific, 700x42c

BRAKES Tektro Novela, mechanical disc TRP Spyke, mechanical disc Tektro Auriga e-Sub hydraulic disc

BRAKE LEVER Wuxing with kill switch Wuxing with kill switch Tektro Auriga e-Sub hydraulic with kill switch

COCKPIT

HEADSET VP Semi-integrated VP Semi-integrated VP Semi-integrated

STEM eVox with integrated display, integrated LED eVox with integrated display, integrated LED eVox with integrated display, integrated LED

HANDLEBAR eVox alloy 100mm rise eVox alloy 100mm rise eVox alloy 100mm rise 

SEAT POST eVox alloy micro adjust eVox alloy micro adjust eVox alloy micro adjust

SADDLE eVox comfort eVox comfort eVox comfort

OTHER
EXTRA Integrated alloy kickstand, charger

Integrated alloy kickstand, charger, 
front/rear fender, rear carrier 

Integrated alloy kickstand, charger, 
front/rear fender, rear carrier,
rear carrier bag for charger

WEIGHT 23.57 Kg / 51.98 lb. 24.5 Kg / 54 lb. 26.3 Kg /58 lb.

MOTOR POWER High Torque - Nominal 350 W / Peak 1000 W High Torque - Nominal 350 W / Peak 1000 W High Torque - Nominal 350 W / Peak 1000 W

CLIMBING ANGLE 15% 15% 15%

BATTERY
Lithium-Ion Phosphate - 800 full recharge cycles 

420 Wh/ 96 V - FAST technology
Lithium-Ion Phosphate - 800 full recharge cycles 

520Wh/ 96V - FAST technology
Lithium-Ion Phosphate - 800 full recharge cycles 

780Wh/ 96V - FAST technology

DISPLAY
Integrated to stem with LED

3 modes: Liberty, Pedelec and Bicycle
Integrated to stem with LED 

3 modes: Liberty, Pedelec and Bicycle
Integrated to stem with LED 

3 modes: Liberty, Pedelec and Bicycle
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A REASSURING WARRANTY!

BASIC 
WARRANTY 

EXTENDED 
WARRANTY 

BATTERY 18 MONTHS 36 MONTHS*

MOTOR 5 YEARS 10 YEARS

CHARGER / CONTROLLER 3 YEARS 6 YEARS

DISPLAY 1 YEAR 2 YEARS

*Some conditions apply, so ask your dealer. 

RANGE*

*The range was calculated at level 3 on the eVox with a rider weight of around 70 kg (155 lb.) pedaling at an average speed of 15 to 
20 km/h with a fully charged battery. Note that the range may also vary depending on several external factors such as average speed, 
road conditions, wind strength, air temperature, rider weight, grade and tire pressure. 

**The range for Pedelec mode is calculated at an average pedaling rate from the 4th to 6th speed.

GEOMETRY

FRAME SIZE
One 
size

HEAD ANGLE (deg) 67.5

SEAT ANGLE (deg) 72.2

SEAT TUBE (CENTRE BB TO TOP) (mm) 420

HORIZONTAL TOP TUBE LENGTH (mm) 649.6

HEAD TUBE LENGTH (mm) 164

CHAINSTAY LENGTH (mm) 584.5

BOTTOM BRACKET DROP (mm) 52.8

STANDOVER HEIGHT (mm) 546.2

WHEELBASE (mm) 1190.4
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